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The power of life and death in his hands is the power of the Death Note. The powers of the disciples are summed up and give
the power of Death. Features: - Deals damage when meeting with an enemy several times weaker than the victim, gradually

reducing his health. - Can be used against bosses. - Allows you to move in other dimensions. - When the maximum damage dealt
reaches a critical level, the spell "Accelerated Time" can be used. - To use the spell, two players are required who can

simultaneously perform the technique. - If the victim of the spell dies, the opponent dies. - When using the Endurance spell, the
user can use the Stun function. - The weapon crumbles during the duration of the spell. - Enchanted with blood magic and

cannot be used as a piercing or cutting weapon. Description: Power of Immortality - Ninja Powers 1. Power of Immortality:
--------------------------------------- -------------- * By rotating the staff, the enemy is damaged.

-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 2. Power of Immortality: - Loss of health of enemies within a
radius of 2 meters from the magician is doubled. - The damage dealt by the spell is doubled. - Slow down the enemy for 30

seconds. - Removes effects: "Slowdown" and "Transformation" for 10 seconds. -------------------------------- *Damage against
allied enemies and melee units is doubled. ------------------------------------------------- * Doubled effect of Ghost Storm. -
Activates the Time Drill spell. ----------------------------------------- Spirit Powers - Sources of Immortality: EI Flame, EI

Darkness, EM Deeper Darkness. An Ascot merchant invites you to visit his tavern, located in an unusual place - on top of
Mount Ascot in Savoy, France. The tavern is always noisy, as it gathers a lot of merchants and travelers from all over the world.

Brief descriptions: The tavern is inhabited by a colorful folk: gnomes, elves, halflings, ghosts, orcs, trolls and several types of
undead. At the door of the tavern, where traders from all over the world gather every day, stands a huge oak tree, brought from

distant and terrible countries, to guard the entrance. On one of the branches of the tree hangs a leaf with a map of the
kingdom.Here hangs a stuffed dragon. This one is the first to appear here. Traders Tell
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